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Goal: create realistic-looking synthetic 
data (images, voice,…)
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Noise Generator

But how?
Adversarial approach. Generative NNs following this approach are called 

Generative Adversarial Networks, GANs 



• As an example to adversarial approach to designing a 
generative of real-looking synthetic data (fake data), 
imagine counterfeiting checks.
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Noise Generator

Discriminator Real/Fake



Step 1: Train Discriminator
• Create fake images from the Generator
• Mix them with real images
• Train Discriminator to detect fake from real
• Now we have a trained discriminator
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Discriminator 1/0

Real: 1
Fake: 0



Step 2: Train Generator to fool 
discriminator

• Combine generator and discriminator as one model
• Freeze discriminator (no training for discriminator)
• Give fake images to discriminator and train the combined 

model to produce  labels 1 (generator is under training)
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Discriminator Desired label 1GeneratorNoise



• Go to Step 1 to retrain discriminator
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Fake Real



Leaky Relu
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• Please see codes for our first example of a GAN.
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Homework
Deadline: Next Tuesday, 3PM

• Use an RNN network to classify MNIST dataset.
• Each image is 28*28. Consider each column (28 pixels) 

as one input. The sequence to RNN would be 28 
columns of 28 pixels, each column given at one time 
step.

• Try simpleRNN, LSTM, and GRU.
• Try multiple stacks of those units.
• Use dropout to fight against overfitting (if needed).
• Accuracy of ~98% can be easily obtained.
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AI : Ethics and Fairness
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Biased/Bad Data Results in Bad AI
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Model

Junk/Bad/Biased 
Data for training 

AI



Biased/Bad Data Results in Bad AI
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Trained Model

Junk/Bad/Biased Results
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Prof. Donna Strickland
The first woman to win Nobel Prize in Physics in 55 years.

If AI wanted to select the winner, and gender was among the features of 
the candidates, historical data would be biased against selection of 

female physicists.
Fortunately we don’t use AI to select the next winner of Nobel price, but 
in other areas such as job websites, we are observing that AI is starting 
to be used to filter CVs of the applicants and to match them to potential 

employers. Please see the next slide.



Red flags to possible bias in data

• Does your use case or product specifically use any of the following data: 
biometrics, race, skin color, religion, sexual orientation, socioeconomic 
status, income, country, location, health, language, or dialect?

• Does your use case or product use data that is likely to be highly correlated 
with any of the personal characteristics listed above (for example, zip code 
or other geospatial data is often correlated with socioeconomic status 
and/or income; image/video data can reveal information about race, gender, 
and age)?

• Could your use case or product negatively impact individuals’ economic or 
other important life opportunities?

25From: https://cloud.google.com/inclusive-ml/



In some Publicly available and used
Embeddings…

• Remember the previous homework. The goal was to use embeddings to determine given 
words a and b, find word d that word c and d has the same relationship as a and b. Here 
the relationship is the gender shift. So what is the female version of a physician?
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In some Publicly available and used
Embedding…

• Some embeddings say d is “Nurse!” Please see the next slide for 
more info on this.

• Yeap, we have a misogynist AI!
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28Bolukbasi, Tolga, et al. "Man is to computer programmer as woman is to homemaker? debiasing word 
embeddings." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems. 2016.
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https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-
recognition-falsely-matched-28

ACLU ran an experiment, in which they used a database of 25,000 arrest 
photos, and compared them against the photos of members of congress using 
Amazon’s facial recognition software. 
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https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-
recognition-falsely-matched-28

Studies show that in facial recognition systems, the false matches are disproportionally of people of color. In 
ACLU’s study, 39% of false matches are people of color, but just 20% of members of congress are people of 
color. This problem can have real-life, unfair consequences for people of color.



Auto censored/flagged words and 
comments in online forums and 

comment areas

• Sentiment Analyzers might think words such as “Gay” is 
negative, and therefore comments or documents 
containing those words can be flagged or censored, 
whereas words such as straight remain safe.

• Please read:
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https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/j5jmj8/google-artificial-intelligence-bias


